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Buzzfeed video producer Srishti Dixit is known for her unique take on gender and stereotypes Image: Aditi
Tailang Buzzfeed India allows its prominent stars to create their own Facebook pages and build a fan
following, and Dixit leads the pack. To be a YouTube success story, you will have to focus on providing
quality content regularly that would interest a large section of global audience. I was very nervous and it was
difficult in the beginning, but now we have understood how to use the right lighting and shoot quality videos.
The reality is making money on YouTube requires dedicated long-term effort and of course, a creative mind.
And our investments have remained and the efforts that we are putting into this are to support each of these
pillars," Anderson told India Today Tech. The best part is that Mastanamma is not acting for the
cameraâ€”this is how she is, cheeky and mischievous, and a wonderful cook! The company was founded in
the early s by Gulshan Kumar, previously a fruit-juice seller , as a cassette tapes operation. Also, it is not about
creating that one viral video. To ultimately make it big on YouTube, it is the content that will take you places.
But we want to build the community on YouTube since that's primarily a video platform. The year was also
when Pune-based Madhura Bachal decided to expand her You-Tube cooking channel from English to her
mother tongue, Marathi. While it took nearly a decade for her English channel to rack up close to , subscribers,
MadhurasRecipe Marathi got a million subscribers in just 18 months. With a knack for fashion, her quick DIY
hairstyle videos gained good traction. For example, you can incorporate products from the sponsoring brand
while making a general video on your Food-based YouTube channel. Quantities and exact recipes are not
mentioned; the idea is more to elucidate methods and practices, rather than provide recipes to replicate. What
has changed for people like Khan and Ahmed in the last few years is the dramatic crash in mobile phone data
prices, sparked by Reliance Jio when it launched 4G plans in September for as little as Rs for 28 days. India
has million actively connected internet users. Western companies are investing in the country as well, with
Sony Music India averaging million views a month. You can buy our tablet version from Magzter. I mean the
community are your fact-checkers," said Anderson. Times Internet, which is a part of Times Group, the
publisher of ET Magazine, is an investor in Vidooly The fall in data tariff caused other tectonic shifts â€”
millions of new users came online through their phones from every corner of the country and a large section of
people started watching more videos online. Chow Nov. Typing the right words in the search bar is a problem
for the autorickshaw driver who has studied till Class V. I act as crazy as I want, no holds barred, and I can
eat! Fake information is a big problem on social media sites and with YouTube focusing exclusively on
high-quality educational content, it is important that the videos contain genuine information. These videos, on
an average, get 20 to 40 million views. Sixteen million Telugu video subscribers in soared to million in  While
prominent YouTube content creators have quit their full-time jobs for the success of their respective channels,
it is definitively not advisable for someone who is thinking of starting their YouTube channel now. Affiliate
links: If you are commenting on a certain product in your YouTube video then you can add an affiliate link on
the description to get some money when a viewer clicks on it to buy something or enroll in some online
service. While T-Series also earns money through more traditional revenue streams, its YouTube channel
alone earns millions of dollars a year, according to Socialblade, a YouTube data-analysis site. Mastanamma,
as the small, grandmother-like figure is fondly called, wears a simple cotton saree, her hair in an oiled bun,
and a mischievous glint in her eyes. But while all major video platforms are growing in India, not all of them
are relevant from an advertiser's point of view, says Chakravarthy. When the couple moved back to India in ,
Anand decided to focus on YouTube. Of course, the price depends on how established your channel is. Make
sponsored videos: Everyone wants online footprint. After getting these basics right, you should aim to get
enrolled to YouTube Partner Program with subscribers and 4, watch hours. This meant for many Indians,
video has become a window to the internet.


